
 

Sex Scenes that Sizzle 

With the recent and heady success of Fifty Shades of Grey, more and more authors are trying to 

inject steamy sex into their fiction in the belief that doing so a) help their book sell more and b) is 

easier than writing mainstream fiction. Well, on both counts, they may be mistaken. Firstly, if you 

are including sex scenes in your book at the expense of working on your characters, plot and writing 

then, however well written those scenes are, you will not sell more books. For all of the criticism 

thrown at her, E L James has produced a trilogy of well written books that have an interesting 

overarching plot with believable characters. It may seem another world to most of us and you may 

not enjoy this series but I hope we can agree that the books have merit.  

So, if we can’t emulate the success of the Fifty Shades trilogy and make our instant fortune, is writing 

sexy scenes easier? Well it depends but personally I would say that writing a convincing sex scene is 

one of the hardest pieces of writing to master. 

So how do we do it? 

1) Don’t be drawn into long, explicit and graphic descriptions as you will be guaranteed to bore 

your reader. Don’t believe me? Try re-reading some of your favourite sexy novels and you 

will be surprised how short the sex scenes can be. In some passages you may find that the 

actual sex was the least erotic part. The build-up in Philippa Gregory’s novels are far more 

sexy than the act itself; 

2) Try to avoid clichés. Even at the best of times, these word-worms can disrupt our writing but 

more so when you are trying to write a steamy romp. Let’s have less of the ‘family jewels’, 

‘hung like a horse’ and ‘we came together in a crescendo’;  

3) Remember that your characters must be true to themselves if you are to continue holding 

your readers trust. Don’t make your leading man an acrobatic lover with a penchant for the 

outdoors unless this rings true for him. You should consider why you are making your 

leading lady an edgy lover, rather than just making for a good scene, is this good for her 

character development? 

4) Avoid technical terms or pet names! If you absolutely must describe the sex in graphic detail 

then try not to use scientific names or pet names for genitals. The decision will ultimately be 

yours but words like areola, labia or scrotum should be reserved for textbooks. Likewise if 

you and your beloved have pet names for each other’s tackle then perhaps these should be 

reserved for your bedroom so I am vetoing Noo-Noo, Frou-Frou, Winky and Dong.  Unless 

you are injecting some comedy into the scene then avoid this last piece of advice at your 

peril! 

5) Read as much as you can to inform your own writing. This advice goes to all writers and is 

the best piece of advice you will ever receive. If you want to write well then you must study 
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how it is done by reading as much and as widely as possible. Read outside your favourite 

genre to get a broad range of what works and what doesn’t work. Don’t stop at Mills & 

Boon! 

6) On the same sort of idea, make sure you read what doesn’t work. Studying how not to write 

erotic fiction is just as important. Check out some of these excerpts chosen by the Literary 

Review’s Bad Sex in Fiction Award: 

 

“Then it was time. We started tenderly. Long and slow, long and slow. Deep and easy. She 

flushed and gasped. So did I. Long and slow.” 

 The Affair, Lee Child 

 

“she took him by the wrist and moved the base of his hand into her pubic hair until his 

middle fingertip settled on the no-man's-land between her 'front parlour' and 'back door' 

(those were the quaint, prudish terms of her girlhood)" 

Ed King, David Guterson 

 

Special mention should also go to the "impossibly eloquent cock", star of Chris Adrian's The 

Great Night and when it "poked her now from the front and now from the back and now 

from the side” 

 

7) Browse our recommended reading for some helpful guides on how to write erotic fiction. 

 

If you need any help with your erotic writing and want a professional opinion on your work then 

contact us today to see how we can help you advance your writing career. 

 

http://www.kingauthor.co.uk/#!shop/c1ks7
mailto:scott@kingauthor.co.uk?subject=Help%20me%20write%20steamier%20sex%20scenes!

